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Introducing the Latest Printing Innovation  
for Highly Productive Businesses  

A3 multifunction printers from HP feature technology that transforms  
the copier experience for customers and service professionals
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People mainly dream and work in color, but when it comes to projects 
such as concept drawings and design plans, businesses too often settle for black and white printouts that 
fail to deliver the full impact of their efforts. This compromise — based on cost concerns and reliance on 
outdated copier technology — undermines the presentation quality of output. Furthermore, older technol-
ogy prevents the organization from realizing the benefits that new multifunction printer (MFP) solutions 
provide in the way of improved collaboration, maximum uptime, and network security to protect confidential 
information.

Across all industries, businesses are adapting to digital transformation. An influx of new digital tools and 
technologies provides both opportunities and challenges to pursue new business opportunities and improve 
existing processes. There’s so much to absorb that it’s easy to overlook the printer and copier infrastructure 
on which so many businesses rely. 

HP A3 multifunction printers are mainstays for organizations that require output with an 11x17 format that 
accommodates brochures, posters, and design drawings and plans. Traditionally, small and medium-size 
companies have relied on commercial printers for color output due to the cost and maintenance required for 
in-house color printing. Whether they’re architectural and engineering firms with designs and concept draw-
ings or health organizations with informative posters, bringing production in-house can save time and money 
without compromising on more appealing and understandable color output.

New HP A3 multifunction printers that accommodate printing, scanning, faxing, and copying are poised to 
deliver the disruptive innovation needed to deliver cost-effective color while driving service efficiency and 
protecting against security breaches. Companies can even leverage the resources of managed print services 
companies to offload all or part of the burden of managing and maintaining printers that are housed on site 
where workers have immediate access to them.
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Rare these days is the business 
printer that stands alone. Most are 
connected to local area networks 
and even the internet. This provides 
the opportunity to take advantage 
of cloud-based tools and managed 
services to maximize uptime and 
enhance performance; but it also 
requires a heightened awareness 
that printers are sophisticated 
computing devices that need to 
be secured against cyberattacks 
and misuse. Plus, while they’re 
still busy churning out reams of 
paper, they need to fit into digital 
workflows to maximize productivity 
and efficiency.

Reduced downtime, 
maximum uptime

Reliability and budget issues are 
typically top considerations, along with accelerated business pro-
cesses. Advanced technology available from HP transforms MFPs into 
smart devices that provide maximum uptime, fewer service interven-
tions, and enhanced collaboration.1 

Inconvenient interruptions and complex maintenance can slow down 
printing and, ultimately, the pace of business. Built-in technology 
from HP can anticipate problems, schedule maintenance, and ensure 
that printers are consistently up and running. 

It’s not unusual for copiers and printers to be viewed as utilitarian 
standalone devices that nobody pays much attention to until they 
require maintenance. HP MFPs, however, provide businesses with 
much-needed advanced capabilities for efficiently capturing, manag-
ing, and sharing digital content throughout the organization.

Like any sophisticated computing device, today’s MFPs can take 
advantage of network capabilities to let users route documents to 
a variety of destinations such as email recipients, network folders, 
and LAN fax addresses. Mobile printing options provide workers the 
ability to print from virtually anywhere, from the factory floor to on 
site at customer locations.

As intelligent network devices, HP A3 MFPs provide businesses with 
the opportunity to leverage enterprise network and cloud services to 
inject greater productivity and maximum uptime into their print oper-
ations. Device-based sensing capabilities and cloud-based analytics 
can dramatically enhance the service experience for customers using 
HP MFPs. HP Smart Device Services enable HP and partners to moni-
tor and diagnose many service needs to minimize downtime and cut 
costs. For example, the service can anticipate parts servicing before a 

part fails and can prevent premature 
replacement of ink and toner.

HP PageWide and LaserJet devices 
can be used with HP’s JetAdvantage 
portfolio of management and 
security software, including the 
JetAdvantage On Demand cloud 
platform. JetAdvantage On Demand 
provides a marketplace for HP and 
third-party printing and imaging 
applications, which allows HP 
resellers and customers to easily 
purchase, deploy, and manage 
applications through the cloud. 
Businesses and service providers 
can monitor and manage all apps 
and users’ access from a single, 
web-based portal.

Examples of JetAdvantage On 
Demand apps include:

3  HP JetAdvantage Private Print, enabling secure “pull printing”

3  HP JetAdvantage Secure Print, to track and secure print jobs, 
releasing documents only to authorized users

3  Udocx Scan to Office 365, for converting paper documents 
into digital format to enhance collaboration and integrate into 
workflows

With the new generation of A3 MFPs from HP, the isolated copier in 
the corner is a thing of the past. Instead, businesses can rely on a 
vital digital hub that helps reduce IT workload and costs, enhances 
employee productivity, and enables users to print securely – wher-
ever the business demands.

Secure networks

Securing data, devices, and documents is top of mind for IT today. 
While many IT departments rigorously apply security measures to 
individual computers and the network, printing and imaging devices 
often are overlooked and left exposed. A 2017 survey of 200 
enterprises by Quocirca revealed that 61% of large enterprises had 
suffered at least one breach as a result of insecure printing and that 
“access to the network via an unsecured MFP was the top concern for 
67% of respondents.”2

Printers are no different than PCs when it comes to security. They 
have many of the same hardware components as PCs, including disk 
drives, keyboards, and LCD control panels. This is true of firmware 
and software, too: Printers have built-in operating systems, run 

Advanced technology available from HP 
transforms MFPs into smart devices that 
provide maximum uptime, fewer service 

interventions, and enhanced collaboration
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executables, have DLLs, and run 
common protocols. Printers and 
MFPs are connected to the internet 
and can be used to send emails. 

Today’s printer is a fully functioning 
client on the network. Wherever 
there are unsecured devices, the 
entire network can be exposed to 
a cybersecurity attack. Printers 
from HP offer security features with 
powerful layers of protection for the 
device, data, and documents to help 
organizations defend their networks 
and company data. According to IDC, 
HP is a leader in print and document 
security solutions. 3

HP business printers are pro-
tected from attack by continuous 
self-monitoring. The printer’s 
BIOS is checked on every startup 
to ensure that it is unaltered. A firmware check next ensures that 
only authentic HP software needed for running the printer loads 
to memory. Monitoring during operation stops attacks that might 
occur while a printer is running — all without intervention from IT 
personnel (which can be crucial in industries such as retail that rely 
on a high-turnover workforce with low technical skills). In the event 
that a printer is compromised, HP Sure Start — the only self-healing 
BIOS in the industry — forces the printer to immediately reboot and 
overwrite corrupted code with an embedded, isolated clean copy.

HP printers protect sensitive information in transit by encrypting it 
over the network with encryption standards and tools including HP 
Universal Print Driver Secure Encrypted Print. Sensitive information 
on the printer is secured with encrypted drives and with optional HP 
Trusted Platform Modules that generate certificate private keys at 
the printer.

Finally, HP printers secure sensitive documents by holding them 
in the queue until an authorized user enters a PIN at the printer’s 
control panel. Such authenticated pull printing ensures that only the 
intended recipient of a confidential document retrieves it from the 
output tray.

No compromise with color

The decision to print in monochrome is often driven by financial 
reasons, savings on costs while trading off the business benefits of 
color. Such copiers are outdated, complicated machines with dozens 
of replaceable parts that frequently frustrate users with the numer-
ous visits needed to keep them functioning.

The new A3 HP Color LaserJet 
and PageWide MFPs are aimed 
at making color affordable, 
with maximum uptime. These 
new devices provide the same 
reliability, low maintenance, and 
professional color output users 
expect from HP office printers at a 
competitive cost per page. 

The HP PageWide Enterprise 
and Pro platforms make color 
affordable, while offering fast 
print speeds and lower energy 
consumption than in-class laser 
devices.4 The simple architecture 
of HP PageWide has no drums, 
developers, or fusers, and has 
only three components that may 
need replacing.

The new Color LaserJets also 
provide innovative usability and serviceability with fewer parts. Unlike 
the all-in-one, traditional LaserJets, there are no drum and developer 
in the cartridge — just toner. The toner hopper can be replaced easily 
without a service call when it fills up and needs to be replaced only 
every 35,000 to 70,000 pages. 

HP PageWide Technology employs a stationary print head with more 
than 40,000 nozzles spread across it, enabling one-pass printing for 
maximum speed and efficiency. Because only the paper is moving, 
the print operation is quiet and reliable. Based on technology used in 
HP’s commercial printing web presses, PageWide MFPs take proven, 
advanced commercial printing technologies and make them available 
and affordable for smaller work teams.

Because the paper moves and the print head does not, HP PageWide 
printers are laser-fast, quiet, and dependable, providing a rapid 
“first page out” and lowest total cost of ownership.5 ,6 HP PageWide 
Technology overcomes traditional tradeoffs among print speed, cost, 
and quality — enabling businesses to reach new levels of perfor-
mance and competitiveness. In addition, PageWide MFPs use signifi-
cantly less power than laser printing technology — up to 84% less, 
according to internal HP testing — in part because no fuser element 
needs to heat.4

Color printouts facilitate better understanding of information; they 
can be read faster and more accurately, enhancing the reader’s ability 
to identify crucial information quickly.7 Use of color in text on printed 
documents helps the reader to maintain focus for extended periods 
and through multitasking.7 With HP A3 MFPs, color printing is no 
longer an obstacle, but instead an advantage that allows businesses 
to present their work in the best manner to ensure comprehension. 

HP business printers are protected from 
attack by continuous self-monitoring.
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Smart printers work harder with managed print services

Gaining a competitive edge

HP LaserJet and PageWide MFPs provide a complete range of 
paper-handling solutions designed to meet the needs of businesses 
across all industry segments. With the strongest security solutions, 
fewer consumables to replace, and faster repairs, these devices rep-
resent a next-generation portfolio that will transform business.

HP created this line of next-generation printers to help your business 
gain a competitive edge from every angle. These smart, efficient 
machines are the next-generation MFPs in the copier market. They 
are, in short, ahead of their time.

For more information on the next generation of printing,  
visit HP’s A3 MFP site.

1  IDC, “Modern workflow, multifunction printer importance in an increasingly digital world: An IDC 
infobrief,” sponsored by HP Inc., June 2017.

2 Quocirca, “Print security: An imperative in the IoT era,” January 2017.

3  IDC, “IDC MarketScape: Worldwide security solutions and services hardcopy 2017 vendor 
assessment,” October 2017.

4  Energy claim based in comparisons of data reported on energystar.gov for majority of in-class 
A3 color business printers $1,000–2,500 USD or €900–2,300 and MFPs $2,000–5,000 USD or 
€2,000–4,500 as of August 2016, excluding other HP Page Wide products, and products with 1% or 
lower market share as reported by IDC as of Q2 2016. Subject to device settings. Actual results may 
vary. Learn more at hp.com/go/pagewidebusiness.

5  Measured using ISO/IEC 17629. Exact speed for first page out varies depending on system 
configuration, software application, driver, and document complexity. Learn more at hp.com/go/
printerclaims. 

6  Total cost of ownership comparison based on 1500 pages per month over five years, 
manufacturers’ published specifications for page yields and energy use, manufacturers’ suggested 
retail prices for hardware and supplies, cost per page based on ISO yield with continuous printing 
in default mode with highest-available-capacity cartridges of all color business printers and MFPs 
$400–1000 USD as of September 2015, excluding products with 1% or lower market share, using 
market share as reported by IDC as of Q2 2015. Learn more at hp.com/go/pagewidebusiness and 
hp.com/go/learnaboutsupplies

7 HP “Color effectiveness/business impact research,” March 2017.

8  Quocirca, “Managed print services landscape 2017,” July 2017.

9  Markets and Markets, “Managed print services market by deployment mode (on premise, cloud 
based, and hybrid), channel type (printer/copier manufacturers, system integrators/resellers, and 
ISVs), application, organization size, and geography: Global forecast to 2023,” August 2017.

IN MANY COMPANIES, printing equipment and expenses are 
loosely managed and scarcely controlled.

Rather than invest time and energy in managing printing infrastruc-
ture, many businesses turn to managed print service providers. 
Because they dedicate staffing resources and capital investments 
in continuously improving print services, these providers are able to 
bring efficiencies of scale and to innovate continuously.

In a survey by Quocirca, 44% of respondents indicated that improved 
service quality was the top reason they opted for managed print 
services, followed by 33% who cited cost reduction.8 Many larger 
enterprises have already adopted MPS, but between 2017 and 
2023, the highest growth rate for these services will be with small 
and small-and-medium enterprises (SMEs), according to a report by 
Markets and Markets.9 

The HP A3 MFPs feature built-in technology that HP Managed Print 
Services and HP partners use to anticipate problems, schedule main-
tenance, and maximize uptime. HP Smart Device Services integrate 
advanced diagnostics, device-specific troubleshooting, and remote 
remediation capabilities into the industry-leading managed print service 
toolsets used by resellers to maintain their fleet of customer devices.

Keeping devices, data, and documents secure across an organization 
requires specialized knowledge and can be time-consuming. With 
HP Managed Print Services, directly or through partners, businesses 
can count on a complete imaging and printing security strategy that 
coordinates protection of devices, data, and documents, and provides 
comprehensive security monitoring and reporting solutions. 

Contractual service benefits 

Managing your printers and copiers without raising costs or compro-
mising security is a challenge. That’s where HP and our partners can 
help: With a new line of A3 MFPs and a suite of services to fit your 
needs, you can take your mind off printing and focus on the rest of 
your day.

HP Business Intelligence provides a set of advanced tools and 
solutions that are available with managed print services. HP can 
automate data collection and analysis so businesses can be proactive 
with maintenance, identify opportunities to be more efficient, and 
find new ways to reduce expenses. HP experts can assess organiza-
tional needs and provide the ongoing support necessary to help cut 
costs and improve productivity.

With HP JetAdvantage, enterprises and service providers can track 
and monitor printing behaviors and device use easily from a simple, 
user-friendly dashboard. HP JetAdvantage Insights sifts through the 
data, providing real-time, comprehensive analytics to help optimize 
the print environment. Organizations can deploy and scale this cloud-
based solution across an entire fleet of devices to reduce waste by 
tracking printing behaviors such as single-sided versus two-sided 
printing, color volume, or even the employees-per-device ratio. 

HP Managed Print Services can help you optimize, manage, and 
improve your printing and document management. HP and partners 
will help you find a solution that will keep your business safe and run-
ning smoothly, proactively maintained over time to address evolving 
threats and compliance requirements.


